Traffic Advisory

Nine Mile Bridge Lane Closures – North of Santa Fe

Santa Fe—The New Mexico Department of Transportation (NMDOT) will begin bridge rehabilitation work at Nine Mile Road over I-25 at mile maker 286.830. The bridge rehabilitation will include a concrete deck overlay, abutment back walls, wing walls and the repair of concrete structures. The contractor will also be raising the bridge to meet the minimum interstate Federal guidelines.

Starting Monday, August 31, 2015 the Nine Mile Bridge over I-25 will be reduced to 10’ lanes in each direction. There will be bridge rehabilitation work on Nine Mile road and minor delays.

This bridge rehabilitation project is a scheduled to be completed in spring of 2016; weather permitting. NMDOT thanks you for your patience during this bridge improvement project.

The Federal Highway Administration and the NMDOT have partnered to fund the improvements. The project amount is $743,875.00. Vital Consulting Group, LLC. of Albuquerque is the contractor for this project.

Drivers are urged to proceed with caution through the work zone, observe traffic control signs and reduce speed to the posted limit. Updates on this project will be posted on the New Mexico Department of Transportation’s road advisory website www.nmroads.com

###

For more information, contact Rosanne Rodriguez, NMDOT District Five Public Information Officer at 505-995-7704 or by email at rosanne.rodriguez@state.nm.us.